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Study Guide - Science

Vocabulary
Synthetic materials

Materials that have been made people

Natural materials

A material that comes from plants, animals or
the ground.

brittle

Something that is hard but likely to break
easily.

absorbent

A material that is able to soak up liquid easily.

rough

A surface that is not smooth.

opaque

An object that can’t be seen through. It is not
transparent

recycle

Recycling is the process of turning waste
materials into new products.

transparent

A material that can be seen through

I need to know:
We use wood, metal, plastic, glass and fabric to make
most everyday objects. Different materials have
different properties. Materials can be natural or
man-made.
Wood is a natural material. It comes from trees. Some
things that are made from wood include furniture,
boats, instruments and paper. Wood is a great material
because it can be carved into any shape and it’s very
strong.
Fabric comes from plants and animals. Some items that
are made from fabric include curtains, clothes and
towels. Fabric is used as it is very light, warm, soft and
quite easy to produce and sew.
Plastics are man-made. Mostly, plastics come from oil.
Some items that are made from plastic include beach
balls, bottles, carrier bags and packaging. Plastic is used
What is the difference between
synthetic and natural materials?

Bending, squishing and
squashing materials

Linked Literature: Biscuit Bear
Local environment habitats
and food chains—Al Jahiz

Young gardeners—Plants—
Angus Arber

Little Master Chefs—Basic needs of
humans—Adelle Davis

I need to know (continued):

I need to do:

Prior knowledge:

rough or smooth. It is also very cheap to produce and is easily washable.
However, plastic can be very damaging towards animals and our environment.

Compare and group together a variety of
everyday materials on the basis of their
physical properties.

Understand what a material is.

Metals are made from rocks. The rocks are dug up and taken to a factory where
they are heated and processed into metal. Some things made from metals
include jewellery, cutlery and cars. Metal is used as it is strong, hard smooth
and easily washable.

Discuss suitability of different materials
for different purposes.

Glass is made from very fine sand. It is heated until it melts. Some items made
from glass include bottles, light bulbs, windows and glasses. Glass is used as it is
strong, hard, smooth and transparent.
Natural rubber is made from a runny, milky liquid called latex which comes
from some plants. Most of the world’s natural rubber comes from the rubber
tree. Objects made from natural rubber include erasers, gloved, balloons, car
tyres and swimming caps. Rubber is used as it is strong and very stretchy.
Stone is a natural material. It comes from the ground. Objects made from stone
include buildings, walls and concrete. Stone is used for these purposes because
it is very hard and strong. It is resistant to bad weather and takes a long time to
erode.

Understand that the same object can be
made from different materials which, are
changed for suitability.
Observe closely .

Identify and name a variety of materials,
including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water
and rock.
Describe the simple physical properties of
some everyday materials.
Use words such as smooth, rough, hard
and soft to describe materials.

Perform simple tests .
Identify and classify.
Gather and record data to help in
answering questions.

Suitability means having the properties which are right for a specific purpose.
Metal, wood and plastic are all suitable materials for spoons. Metal is suitable
because it is strong and lasts a long time. Wood is suitable because it is strong
and has a high heat tolerance. Plastic is suitable because it is light and cheap.
Metal spoons could be used for adults, wooden spoons could be used for baking
and plastic spoons could be used for babies.
John McAdam was a Scottish engineer who experimented with using new
materials to build roads, inventing a new process called ‘macadamisation’. His
process was so successful that roads were build in this way all over the world.
Before the ‘macadamisation’, roads were made from earth, chalk or clay. When
it rained, it made tem very messy and difficult to travel on.
John decided to cover the ground with a layer of big stones and then put
smaller stones and gravel on top. This made the road hard but less bumpy. He
also worked out that roads needed to be curved so that water could run down
the sides.

What is a property of a material?

Can the same material be used for
multiple purposes?

Are different materials more
suitable for different purposes?

Is glass a suitable material for clothes?
Why?

Why is glass used for windows?

